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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, three improvements for modelling surface tension-dominated interfacial
flows using interface tracking-based solution algorithms are presented. We have developed
an improved approach to curvature estimation for incorporation into modern mesh-based
surface tension models such as the Continuum Surface Force (CSF) and Sharp Surface Force
(SSF) models. The scheme involves generating samples of curvature estimates from the
multitude of height functions that can be generated from VOF representations of interfaces,
and applying quality statistics based on interface orientation and smoothness to choose
optimal candidates from the samples. In this manner, the orientation-dependence of past
schemes for height function-based curvature estimation is ameliorated, the use of compact
stencils for efficient computation can be maintained, and robustness is enhanced even in
the presence of noticeable subgrid-scale disturbances in the interface representation. For
surface tension-dominated flows, the explicit capillary timestep restriction is relaxed
through timescale-separated slope limiting that identifies spurious modes in curvature
evolution and omits them from contributing to surface force computations, thus promoting
efficiency in simulation through the use of less timesteps. Efficiency in flow simulation is
further promoted by incorporating awareness of interface location into multigrid precon-
ditioning for Krylov subspace-based solution of elliptic problems. This use of interface-cog-
nizance in solving problems such as the Helmholtz equation and the Poisson equation
enables multigrid-like convergence in discontinuous-coefficient elliptic problems without
the expense of constructing the Galerkin coarse-grid operator. The key improvements in
the surface tension modelling and the numerical linear algebra are also applicable to
level-set-based interfacial flow simulation.

� 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The need for surface tension modelling in transient Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation is a defining feature
of interfacial flows spanning a wide range of length scales. In large-scale free surface and multiphase flows such as bubbling
due to gas venting in pools [24] and coastal wave breaking [25,23], interfaces with large mean radii of curvature also feature
small-scale wrinkling, fragmentation and coalescence. Such events occur on length scales much smaller than that of the
. All rights reserved.
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mean interface, and may involve many separate fluid bodies of differing sizes undergoing deformation. Low error for well-
resolved interfaces, and the graceful degradation of simulation behaviour when interfaces are only partially resolved, are re-
quired if multi-material flow simulation is to be used in preference to interdispersed-phase modelling as the basis for com-
putation of such flows. In idealized small-scale flows involving few bubbles or drops, surface tension is often the dominant
force, and the feasibility of simulation is dependent on the robustness of both the surface tension scheme and the flow solver
in minimizing the introduction and amplification of errors. For both large-scale and small-scale flows in which surface ten-
sion effects are relatively important, it is desirable for any multi-material flow solver applied to the flow to feature: (i) accu-
rate curvature estimation through better resolution of interfaces by larger simulation; (ii) better curvature estimation with
less interface resolution; (iii) accurate and stable simulation with longer timesteps to enable efficient high-resolution
simulation.

Surface tension is one physics element that needs to be captured in mesh-based Eulerian simulation of interfacial flows
based on interface tracking. Of the approaches to interface tracking for Eulerian CFD solution algorithms, volume tracking
(Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) methods [15,27]) is one of the most prominent featuring acceptable accuracy, conservation and ease
of implementation properties. To accompany VOF methods for interface tracking, methods for surface tension modelling
have been developed that utilize the VOF interface representation to compute appropriate surface tension forces at or near
the interface. The original Continuum Surface Force (CSF) method [4] for achieving this did so by computing a surface force
within a multiple-cell-thick support around the interface. More recent efforts have aimed for Sharp Surface Force represen-
tations that, coupled with a balanced-force discretization, are able to preserve static equilibrium [9]. In real flow simulations
featuring no imposed or a priori knowledge of interface shape, the accuracy of surface force estimates generated using either
approach is ultimately most dependent on the accuracy of interface curvature estimation.

Curvature estimation from fractional volume data has been identified as the main weakness of VOF-based surface tension
modelling [35], and has motivated significant research effort (e.g. [4,46,43], among others). Derived from the second-deriv-
ative of interface location, curvature estimates from VOF representations of interfaces are known to be prone to aliasing er-
rors [6] that result in visible spurious modes in solutions. The most well known of the spurious modes associated with
surface tension modelling in interfacial flow simulation are parasitic currents: these currents are well-documented in
VOF-based simulation from back to the original CSF work by Brackbill et al. [4]. Past approaches used in curvature estimation
from fractional volume data have included kernel smoothing of the VOF interface representation [4], kernel-based expres-
sions for curvature derivatives [37], direct differencing of continuous distance functions extracted from fractional volume
data [6], and height functions [13,40,10]. Curvature estimates based on distance function level-sets have been found in var-
ious studies to not be reliable in realizing oft-cited second-order accuracy. Such locally large errors in curvature occur due to
the aliasing in curvature computations of high-frequency error – whether the error be in distance functions extracted from
VOF data [6], or in distance functions after advection and re-initialization in level-set interface tracking [31]. Curvature esti-
mates based on height functions extracted from VOF data are reliable in achieving second-order accuracy, and are accurate
when the height function reliably represents the interface. However, large errors in height function-based curvature esti-
mates have been found to occur when height functions are inconsistent and inaccurate representations of the interface, such
as when interfaces are poorly resolved and when interface normals are oriented away from all Cartesian axis directions
[35,29]. Parasitic currents in surface tension modelling from curvature errors are one of the main factors currently hamper-
ing the widespread application of interface tracking-based CFD to small-scale flows (mm-scale and smaller). The ultimate
aim of the current work is to improve the simulation of surface tension-dominated flows, such that VOF or level-sets can
be confidently applied to small-scale problems.

In this paper, we introduce: (1) a novel numerical scheme for enhanced curvature estimation in interfacial flows using
VOF and/or level-set interface tracking; (2) a novel curvature evolution scheme for enhanced stability of interfacial flow sim-
ulation; (3) a new multigrid-based Krylov subspace solver for linear discontinuous-coefficient elliptic problems. The
improvements in curvature estimation pursue paths (ii) and (iii) in flow solver improvement for high-fidelity interfacial flow
simulation. The paper also addresses path (i) – better resolution by larger simulation – by reducing the computational time
associated with converging the elliptic systems that arise in most mesh-based flow solver algorithms. The paper makes pro-
gress in curvature computation and elliptic solver convergence by introducing more geometric insight into curvature esti-
mation, as well as into discontinuity capturing within multigrid coarse-grid operators. The paper demonstrates the
possibilities for existing interface tracking-based CFD codes to be modified for enhanced robustness in their handling of
small-scale surface tension-dominated flows.
2. Numerical method

2.1. Governing equations

Volume tracking is applied to the single-field formalism for describing two-fluid flow by introducing a phase indicator or
color function
CðxÞ ¼
1 if x occupied by phase k ¼ G;

0 if x occupied by phase k ¼ L;

�
ð1Þ
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Volume-of-Fluid methods use the color function for the purpose of interface tracking according to the advection equation
@C
@t
þ U � rC ¼ 0: ð2Þ
The interface is implicitly defined by the spatial distribution C(x,y,z) in the discrete sense as regions of 0 < C < 1. The Product
Rule is used to express the equation in a form amenable to conservative finite-volume discretization
@C
@t
þr � ðUCÞ ¼ �Cr � U: ð3Þ
By defining a C-weighted local density
q ¼ CqG þ ð1� CÞqL; ð4Þ
the equation describing mass conservation for individual fluid species tracked by the indicator function is
@qS

@t
þ U � rqS ¼ �qSr � U; ð5Þ
where S denotes fluid species. The aggregate result across the mixture is the total mass conservation equation: in the general
case, this is
@q
@t
þ U � rq ¼ �qr � U: ð6Þ
In incompressible flow, the Equation of Continuity
r � U ¼ 0 ð7Þ
reduces the RHS contributions of Eqs. 3, 5, 6 to zero. In compressible flow, substituting the thermodynamic relation
dP
dq
¼ c2 ð8Þ
combined with density derivatives rq ¼ dq
dPrP and @q

@t ¼
dq
dP

@P
@t into Eq. (6) yield the modified Equation of Continuity
@P
@t
þ U � rP ¼ �qc2r � U: ð9Þ
For gas–liquid flows featuring low gas-phase speeds, a ‘‘limited compressibility” treatment that simplifies the Equation of
Continuity to
r � U ¼ � 1
qc2

@P
@t

ð10Þ
has been proposed by Hirt and Nichols [14] as an acceptable treatment of compressibility associated with acoustic waves.
The multi-material flow solution algorithm being presented here enables gas-sided velocity fields to be generated as part
of the solution (unlike liquid-sided flow simulation codes that incorporate vapor models to model compressible gas effects),
which is highly advantageous for the purpose of versatility and widespread applicability.

In the single-field formalism, the momentum equation is
@qU
@t
þr � ðqUUÞ ¼ �rP þ qgþr � sþ rjn̂id; ð11Þ
where the last term on the RHS is the surface tension force that is only non-zero at the interface. The surface tension force is
dependent on interface orientation n̂ and interface curvature j: the former is a first-derivative of interface location
n̂ ¼ rC
jrCj ; ð12Þ
while the latter requires second-derivatives of interface location
j ¼ r � n̂ ¼ r � rC
jrCj : ð13Þ
2.2. Flow solver and discretization

The flow solver used to solve the small-scale flows described in this paper is the MFVOF-3D code [27,24,25]. The flow
solver is based on finite-difference methods applied to orthogonal meshes. For various terms in the governing equations, dis-
cretizations variously described as being finite-difference or finite-volume are used to promote consistency and conservation
in simulated solutions. The MFVOF-3D code features 3D PLIC-VOF for interface tracking on a mesh twice as fine as the flow
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field mesh, as proposed in [37]. The Centroid-Vertex Triangle-Normal Averaging (CVTNA) scheme for interface reconstruc-
tion [27] enables second-order accuracy in interface tracking to be achieved, and unsplit advection in 3D [27,26] enables this
to be achieved in a single-stage VOF method while locally conserving mass. Key additional numerics – including the novel
surface tension model and linear solver for efficient and scalable large-scale simulation – are discussed below.

2.2.1. Solution algorithm
Our methodology for solving incompressible multi-material flows is to base the solution algorithm on a projection meth-

od for achieving pressure–velocity coupling. Rudman [37] outlines a conventional projection method solution algorithm for
staggered meshes, while Francois et al. [9] describes a consistent balanced-force algorithm with the projection method com-
bined with a Rhie-Chow-based interpolation for strong pressure–velocity coupling on unstructured (colocated) meshes. The
current work using the MFVOF-3D code [24,25] is based on the Rudman algorithm, using a staggered MAC mesh featuring
pressure P at (i, j,k) mesh cell-centers, and velocity components at face-centers that are half a cell offset from the cell-cen-
tered locations. The basic steps in integrating the solution from (Un,Pn,Cn) to (Un+1,Pn+1,Cn+1) are best illustrated with the
first-order accurate in time description, and are:

(1) Explicit interface location update
Cnþ1 ¼ Cn �r � ðUCÞ þ Cnr � U: ð14Þ
(2) Update bulk-property distributions (Eq. (4)).
(3) Generate estimate of velocity field:
U� ¼ Un þ ADV þ VISC þ SFORCE; ð15Þ
where ADV, VISC and SFORCE are discretizations of the advection, viscous stress and surface tension force terms in Eq.
(11).
(4) Solve linear system generated by consistent discretization of the Helmholtz equation
r � 1
q
rP

� �
¼ 1

dt
r � U� þ 1

dtqc2

@P
@t
: ð16Þ
(5) Complete update of velocity field to time n + 1:
Unþ1 ¼ U� � dt
q
rP: ð17Þ
The basic algorithm is repeated twice when second-order Euler timestepping is used for time integration, with n + 1/2
estimates used for the RHS terms (Eq. (15)) in the second half of the time integration.

2.3. Surface tension modelling

The CSF method introduced a finite kernel width for mimicking the effect of the delta function in the surface tension term
rjn̂d. Given a VOF representation of the interface, Brackbill et al. [4] defined the surface tension force to be
rjn̂d ¼ rjrC; ð18Þ
which is discretized at (i + 1/2, j,k) as
SFORCExjiþ1=2;j;k ¼ rjiþ1=2;j;k
@C
@x

����
iþ1=2;j;k

: ð19Þ
More recently, Francois et al. [9] introduced the Sharp Surface Force (SSF) method – a Ghost Fluid-inspired approach in
which the force is computed only at face-velocity locations immediately either side of the interface. For the same (i + 1/2, j,k)
point,
SFORCExjiþ1=2;j;k ¼ �
rjI

dxiþ1=2
; ð20Þ
where jI is the curvature at (interpolated to) the interface, and the sign depends on which side of the interface the mesh-
point lies.

With regards to the time integration, we compute SFORCEn+1/2 in the update Un ? Un+1/2 by Eq. (15), and then SFORCEn+1 in
the full update Un ? Un+1. In the context of balanced-force discretization across all terms in the momentum update, comput-
ing surface force at the advanced times helps ensure that the localized acceleration prescribed by the surface tension model
is countered by the jump in pressure.

A cost associated with incorporating SSF into VOF-based interfacial flow simulation is a need for a sharp interface repre-
sentation. Planar interface reconstructions can be used for this purpose, but it is more convenient to adopt the standard
Ghost Fluid Method (GFM) practise of using the zero level of a distance function. Distance functions are not naturally asso-
ciated with VOF-based simulation (the Combined Level-Set Volume-of-Fluid (CLSVOF) [43] being an exception), but are
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easily generated by utilizing interface reconstruction information already generated during the course of the VOF update of C
(as first demonstrated in [6]). The method developed for 2D and 3D Reconstructed Distance Function (RDF) generation by
Liovic and Lakehal [25] is especially convenient: a summary of the method is:

(1) determine the closest interface plane centroid to each mesh cell-center (i, j,k) in a 1–2 cell support around the
interface;

(2) compute /RDF
i;j;k in the support as the distance to the centroid, scaled by a cosine dependence reflecting the deviation of

the centroid/mesh-point line away from the interface normal;
(3) tauten the RDF distribution in the vicinity of the zero level such that the sum of j/RDFj at two points either side of the

interface reflects the actual distance between those two mesh-points (shown in Fig. 1);
(4) fill out the support.

As we will now discuss, even if CSF is used in preference to SSF for surface tension modelling, there is still significant merit
in having an RDF available.
2.3.1. Curvature computation
Generating a ‘‘height function” from the distribution of C and then computing curvature using second-order centered dif-

ferencing has been found to be second-order accurate [40], and superior to curvatures based on finite-differences or kernel
derivatives of the C or RDF distributions [40,6,9]. As such, many modern surface tension model implementations are based
on the height function methodology for curvature estimation. With the resultant increased understanding of the height func-
tion approach for curvature estimation, shortcomings in the approach that have required significant and ongoing efforts at
improvement have included poor and inconsistent behaviour in low-resolution regions [35], and high sensitivity of curva-
ture estimates to interface orientation [29]. While such recent works represent improvement in height function-based cur-
vature estimation, they do not necessarily exploit the geometric foundations of the various interface constructs and the
curvature stencil to their fullest. We explore the geometric foundations of height functions further to identify new routes
towards accurate and robust curvature estimation, especially when interfaces are poorly resolved.

The height function approach is effective for curvature estimation from VOF data because it parametrizes the interface:
the subsequent formula for curvature
j ¼ �
hyy þ hzz þ hyyh2

z þ hzzh2
y � 2hyzhyhz

1þ h2
y þ h2

z

� �3=2 ; ð21Þ
does not feature derivatives in the x-direction. As long as the height function varies in a direction essentially perpendicular
to the yz-plane, transverse variations in h in the curvature stencil remain small (as shown in Fig. 2(a)) and well approxi-
mated by centered differencing. As such, the height function is a significant improvement on past finite-differencing or
Fig. 1. Economical RDF generation from existing data from piecewise-linear/planar Volume-of-Fluid methods.



Fig. 2. Interplay between height function orientation and interface curvature in the regular height function method (e.g. as described in [6,9]). In (a), good
correspondence between interface normal and height function normal means that heights in all columns of the height function stencil are defined. In (b),
when the mean interface normal is oriented at 45 degrees to the height function normal and there is adequate interface curvature within the stencil, then
the possibility of no interface residing in a column of a 7 � 3 � 3 stencil can arise. In (c), height functions based on the distance function level-set has a
higher probability of resulting in an undefined interface height within a column of the height function stencil, because the interface curvature is significant
enough to result in no intercept with the vertical line through the column-centre even though some of the interface resides in the column.
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convolution-based curvature schemes that involved computing derivatives based on discrete operators applied across the
contact discontinuity that the steep variation in C represents. This is the reason for the usual prescription that the dominant
interface normal component designate the direction in which the height function is computed.

When the interface normal n̂ is oriented away from the direction of height function variation (the ‘‘height function nor-
mal”), it is well known and documented (e.g. [29]) that curvature estimates using the regular height function method dete-
riorate, towards being worst when jn̂xj � jn̂yj � jn̂zj (or jn̂xj � jn̂yj in 2D where n̂z � 0). Interface normal orientation at 45
degrees between orthogonal axis directions implies a larger variation in height across the 2D height function stencil (the
3 � 3 (or larger) stencil in the plane perpendicular to the direction of height function growth). Interface curvature within
a fixed-size stencil of C data used for local height function generation can exacerbate the variation in height. This can occur
to the extent that some part of the interface in the stencil is not intersected by a height function column, hence resulting in
an undefined or inaccurate interface height in a column of the 2D height function stencil; this is shown in Fig. 2(b). In short,
such symptoms show previously documented height function-based curvature schemes based on the fixed 7 � 3 � 3 stencil
size to suffer from issues such as dependence on interface orientation, limited stencil size and poor low-resolution behaviour
[29,35]. The current work is specifically aimed at making curvature estimates orientation-independent.

2.3.1.1. Height functions in arbitrary directions. The obvious prescription in our new method for curvature estimation is to
generate height functions in directions other than those aligned with coordinate axes, such that interface segments oriented
away from the axes can fully benefit from estimation of curvature using well-oriented height functions. On an orthogonal
mesh, the task is conceptually straight-forward – define additional height functions in diagonal directions. In our new cur-
vature scheme, we compute and store curvature estimates generated from the various height functions we can define. The
number of curvature candidates we generate depends on: (1) the number of different height function stencils we can con-
veniently define; (2) the different types of height functions we can conveniently generate in any particular stencil.

The first set of candidates for curvature we introduce are those based on height functions generated in the usual manner
from VOF data on a 7 � 3 � 3 stencil [9] – that is, height functions generated by sweeping in the coordinate axis vector direc-
tions, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Taking the example of a height function defined in the i direction, the local 3 � 3 height function
stencil for curvature computation is filled out using the formula
hi
jj;kk ¼

X3

ii¼�3

Ciþii;jþjj;kþkkdxiþii ð22Þ



n.x=ρ

h=0
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h=0
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Fig. 3. Generating height functions of diagonal orientation on a uniform mesh. In (a), the underlying computational mesh with control volumes centered
about (i, j,k) locations, and with vertices at (i + 1/2, j + 1/2,k) locations. The local C distribution on this mesh is used for the height functions that yield the
first set of candidates for curvature. In (b), a newly-defined mesh is tilted 45 degrees in the xy-plane, and is generated by connecting (i + 1/2, j + 1/2,k)
vertices in the i–j and i + j directions; C on this mesh yields the second set of candidates. In (c), the distance function-based alternative to generating height
functions on diagonally-oriented meshes yield the third set of candidates. The fourth set of candidates results from the RDF on the regularly-oriented mesh
(in (d)).
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over the indices �1 6 jj,kk 6 1. Height functions are defined in the j and k directions in a similar manner. The first set of
candidates for curvature are generated from these three different height function definitions, and the curvatures are denoted
as ji, jj and jk.

The second set of possible candidates we consider are those based on the color function distribution as defined on diag-
onally-oriented meshes. Because C is the fractional volume within control volumes about cell centers (i, j,k), cells on the diag-
onally-oriented meshes are generated by diagonally connecting (i + 1/2, j + 1/2,k), (i + 1/2, j,k + 1/2) or (i, j + 1/2,k + 1/2)
locations on the underlying (regularly-oriented) mesh. Fig. 3(b) shows the appearance of the mesh defined at a 45 degree
tilt in the (x,y)-plane relative to the underlying mesh (sub-plot (a)). The task of mapping C from the normal mesh to the diag-
onally-oriented mesh is done in much the same way as flux calculation is done in unsplit-advection Volume-of-Fluid meth-
ods [27]: (i) all cells on the underlying mesh are subdivided into four triangular prisms and the vertices of each prism are
stored; (ii) planar interface reconstruction description ðn̂;qÞ and each set of prism vertices are used to compute the volumes
truncated by the interface within the prisms; (iii) the prisms are reconstituted into diagonally-oriented mesh cells, and the
truncated volumes and total volumes are summated to generate fractional volumes Cxy on the tilted mesh. The cells on the
diagonally-oriented mesh are different to those on the underlying mesh, so the mesh cell spacing supplied to the height
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function and curvature discretization must be adjusted accordingly. For the tilt in the xy-plane, unique height functions can
be defined in mutually orthogonal directions, e.g. hi�j and hi+j. The height function in the �i + j direction is computed as
h�iþj
0;0 ¼

Xll upper

ll¼ll lower

Cxy
i�ll;jþll;k

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðdxi�llÞ2 þ ðdyjþllÞ

2
q

: ð23Þ
The second set of candidates are denoted in the general form jai+bj. The six candidates generated here are ji�j, ji+j, ji�k, ji+k,
jj�k and jj+k. [Height functions in diagonal directions ai + bj + ck are neglected in the current work.]

Noting the possibility for generating distance function level-sets from fractional volume VOF data [6,25], additional sets
of candidates can be obtained by following the prescription of recent level-set methods (e.g. [41]) in generating height func-
tions from distance function level-sets. As such, a third possible set of candidates worth considering is obtained from RDF
data by computing the distance from the /RDF = 0 isosurface to some reference plane along diagonal lines through (i, j,k) loca-
tions. In Fig. 3(c), we again use the case of the height function being oriented in the �i + j direction; the height function in
this case is denoted hRDF�i+j. The height function in this case is computed by locating the interface between (i, j,k) and
(i � 1, j + 1,k), which is easily detected if /RDF

i;j;k /RDF
i�1;jþ1;k < 0; setting a = �1 and b = 1, the height function is computed as
hRDFaiþbj
0;0 ¼

/RDF
i;j;k

��� ���
/RDF

i;j;k

��� ���þ /RDF
iþa;jþb;k

��� ��� jxiþa;jþb;k � xi;j;kj þ jxi;j;k � xref j; ð24Þ
where xi,j,k and xi+a,j+b,k are consecutive cell-center coordinate points along a diagonal line through (i, j,k) locations, and xref is
a reference point upstream of the line between (i, j,k) and (i + a, j + b,k) from the (i, j,k) side. The third set of candidates are
denoted in the general form jRDFai+bj, and again features six candidates. A fourth possible set of candidates is trivially gen-
erated using RDF data with height functions defined in coordinate axis directions, as shown in Fig. 3(d).

It is worth noting that there is no need to compute all sets of candidates: we only compute candidates if the data from
which the height functions are to be extracted is readily available. Alternative scenarios subsequently exist for implementing
an orientation-independent curvature scheme in a miscellaneous multi-material flow solver.

	 No VOF interface tracking. If VOF is not used, then we presume that distance function level-set data is available instead,
hence only compute the third and fourth sets of candidates.
	 VOF with no RDF generator. If a flow solver module for generating a sufficiently accurate RDF is not available, then the first

and second sets of candidates must be computed. This then requires the code infrastructure – specifically a 3D PLIC-VOF
interface tracking scheme that features vertex-based volume computations [27] – be in place to enable regular C-mesh
data to be transferred to the three different diagonally-oriented meshes (for Cxy, Cxz, Cyz).
	 VOF with no diagonal-C creator. If a flow solver module is not available for decomposing fractional volumes in rectangular

regular-mesh cells and then reconstituting the volumes to create the diagonal-mesh C distributions, then a module for
generating an RDF from VOF data [6,25] is required. The orientation-independent curvature scheme in this case uses
the first and third set of candidates.
	 VOF with RDF generator and diagonal-C creator. Provided the diagonal-C and RDF distributions are economically generated,

then the orientation-independent curvature scheme can utilize the first, second and third sets of candidates.

For computation of the height functions, the maximum stencil size for all diagonally-oriented height functions is
5 � 3 � 3 (i.e. ll_lower = �2 and ll_upper = 2), while the usual 7 � 3 � 3 stencil is used as the maximum size for the regu-
lar-orientation C-based height function. The choice of 5 � 3 � 3 here is for robust performance for low-resolution application
where the change in height across the stencil may be significant. This is because of the fact that height function computation
based on / is more prone to resulting in undefined interface heights than when C is used, as shown in Fig. 2(c). It should be
stressed that they refer to maximum stencil size, and that in reality smaller stencils achieved through compression in the
vertical direction are also used. Prior to the height function computation, a first rapid sweep of the stencil is performed
to identify interfaces in all columns, and compression in the vertical direction is used if the actual variation in height in
the stencil warrants it. Minimum stencil size for the C-based height functions is 3 � 3 � 3 – one cell of height in which
the interface resides, and one cell of height either side to verify that the interface does not reside outside of the central
row in the C-stencil. For /-based height functions, the height of the /-stencil can be reduced even further. [The stencil com-
pactness achieved in the new scheme is an alternative trend in height function-based curvature scheme development as
compared to, for example, the high-order schemes using large stencils (e.g. the 13 � 5 � 5 stencil in [42]).]

The additional use of diagonally-oriented meshes in the current work reduces the maximum divergence in angle between
the interface normal and the best-oriented height function normal from 45 degrees to 22.5 degrees. Lopez et al. [29] show for
a sphere that maximum error is introduced into curvature estimates when the angle between the interface normal and the
height function normal is maximal i.e. h = Cos�1(max(jnxj, jnyj, jnzj)), that is 45 degrees when projected onto 2D planes. How-
ever, error in the case of a 22.5 degree angle is shown in [29] to be little different to the ideal h = 0 case. Use of a finite (small)
number of conveniently constructed diagonally-oriented meshes is sufficient to extract one curvature candidate in which
orientation error is essentially minimized, hence enabling a scheme that samples from the pool of regular-mesh and
diagonal-mesh candidates to be considered orientation-independent. [It should be noted that an infinite number of height
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functions can be defined, through incremental rotation of the height function stencil. Use of a local mesh stencil that is incre-
mentally rotated – such that the interface normal and height function normal align – is one alternative concept that could be
interpreted as achieving ‘‘strict” orientation-independence without sample-based consideration of pools of curvature candi-
dates. There is little benefit to optimizing height function orientation, however: (i) mapping regular-mesh VOF data to ever-
different local meshes is tedious and inefficient; (ii) there are advantages (to be discussed next) in a sample-based curvature
scheme, in that sample processing can ‘‘optimize”. In the current work, incremental stencil rotation is not considered
further.]

2.3.1.2. Candidates and a ‘‘best” candidate. The second core prescription in our new method for curvature estimation is, for
each interface cell (i, j,k), to seek out the best candidate from within the pool of candidates for that cell. As a sample-based
method, the orientation-independent curvature scheme depends on the effectiveness of the decision mechanism for choos-
ing a best candidate from a sample of candidates obtained through different height function definitions. This task has few
precedents to date in the literature, and so warrants more detailed discussion here. The discussion here revolves around mul-
tiple alternatives for a decision mechanism for best-candidate identification that we have considered.

Dot product method: The scalar product between the normal of the interface and the normal of the height function def-
inition (the direction in which the height function is defined)
s ¼ n̂interface � rh
jrhj ð25Þ
is introduced here as the primary quality measure. The ‘‘best” candidate is identified as the curvature estimated from the
height function that maximizes s.

In reality, the dot-product based on the interface normal in mesh cell (i, j,k) is insufficient on its own to achieve optimi-
zation of height function orientation for curvature computation. The decision mechanism is ill-equipped for any efforts at
fine-tuned choice between candidates featuring similar values for the dot-product. For candidates from diagonally-oriented
height functions, an offset soffset = 0.2 is introduced, to ensure that curvature candidates from diagonally-oriented height
functions are only chosen to supercede the regular curvature estimate (from the first set only) if the diagonal orientation
is clearly more representative of the interface normal direction. Considering an example where si+k = 0.9 = smax, ji+k will re-
place jk as the best candidate if sk = 0.7 because the i + k orientation is clearly more representative of the interface normal. If
sk = 0.8 in the same example, then jk is retained as the best candidate: errors in interface normal estimates mean i + k is not
clearly superior to k as the orientation most closely aligned with the interface normal, and the regular height function-based
curvature scheme performs rather well for sk > 0.8 in any case.

At first glance, the prospect of having to compute all possible candidates in a sample-based orientation-independent
scheme may seem computationally expensive. In the first instance, any increase in computation associated with the sam-
ple-based scheme is of little concern to us, because most effort in a timestep of a FD/FV multi-material flow simulation is
spent in the Helmholtz (or Poisson) solver for the pressure. In any case, it is worth noting that the dot product is used to
reduce the number of height functions and candidates for curvature that are ultimately computed, and hence achieve sub-
stantial reductions in computation. Dot products for all height function orientations are computed before any height func-
tions are generated, because low s is used a priori to identify poorly-oriented height functions, and hence prevent their
computation and avoid wasting computational effort.

Surrounding local average method: The dot-product itself as a quality measure is not infallible: (i) it neglects error in the
interface normal estimate; (ii) it is unable to distinguish between candidates from distance function-based and C-based
height functions; (iii) it is only a first-derivative of interface location and provide little indication of the quality of the sec-
ond-derivative estimates that make up the curvature computation. To improve the smoothness of curvature variation over
the interface, we can implement a localized outlier filtering based on computation of a surrounding local average. Given an
estimate of the curvature distribution, the average curvature in the cells around point (i, j,k) can be computed as
�ji;j;k ¼
X

iiþjjþkk–0

xiþii;jþjj;kþkkjiþii;jþjj;kþkk; ð26Þ
where x are appropriate weightings of valid curvatures from within the 27-cell stencil around (i, j,k) (zero for ii = jj = kk = 0
and (i + ii, j + jj,k + kk) points not within the interface support, equal weightings otherwise summating to unity). This repre-
sentative estimate of the underlying supergrid-scale interface curvature is then compared to all candidates for the curvature
at point (i, j,k); if another candidate is closer to the average than the initial estimate, that estimate is changed to use that new
best candidate. Based on the manner in which regular height function curvature estimates are changed, use of the surround-
ing local average as a decision mechanism is best when smooth spatial variations in the curvature of the underlying interface
prevail.

Two-parameter method: Noting the potential of the surrounding local average method to smooth out extrema in curva-
ture, there is merit in considering an alternative that will tend towards preserving extrema if they can be verified to be phys-
ical. A quick and efficient means of ascertaining whether a height function curvature estimate is realistic or not is to compute
a statistic that is an indicator of curvature variation within the 2D height function stencil. One measure devised for this work
is:
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Descriptively, Eqs. (27) and (28) indicate to what extent the local height function in a curvature computation is spatially uni-
form within the 2D height function stencil. High values of P indicate that there is an increased probability that unrealistic
second-derivatives of the height function have been computed somewhere in the stencil, that would contaminate any cur-
vature computation based on that height function.

The P statistic for the quality of a height function representation within a stencil is also inadequate in itself for fine-tuned
delineation of good and slightly worse curvature candidates. However, a two-parameter method has been seen to be rather
predictive in mapping out a parameter space of (s,P) combinations that may identify the best candidate from within the sam-
ple of candidates for curvature. More importantly, observations in testing of changes in s and P indicate that relative ratios
involving both measures apply across a range of problem configurations, meaning that two-parameter methods involving s
and P can be robust. Appendix A describes and summarises useful heuristics for the two-parameter method that have been
used in the current work. In summary:

	 use of s in the two-parameter method addresses the interface orientation cause of poor curvature estimates identified in
[29];
	 use of P (or the surrounding local average for that matter) addresses the issue of potential inconsistency in height function

estimates identified in [35];
	 use of samples of curvature candidates and decision mechanisms facilitate some degree of optimization in poorly-

resolved regions of the interface.

2.3.2. Timestep constraint relaxation
The usual capillary timestep restriction on explicit surface tension schemes [4]
dtexplicit ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q1 þ q2

4pr

r
dx3=2 ð29Þ
can bottleneck timestep size used in time integration in small-scale flows. Documented ideas for relaxing the timestep
restriction on surface tension schemes have included implicit surface tension schemes [17,18] and volume preserving mo-
tion by mean curvature [41]. The documented ideas have had mixed success in achieving real improvement in the economy
of stable interfacial flow simulation, and unknown success in coupling with 3D VOF interface representations. An alternative
strategy is proposed here for relaxing the explicit capillary timestep constraint, that is based on ameliorating instability from
the surface force discretization at the disturbance level. By minimizing the propagation of curvature-scheme errors into the
surface force update, stability is promoted regardless of whether the explicit capillary timestep constraint is violated. This
approach to relaxing the timestep constraint is supported by the finding of Hochstein and Williams [17] that interfacial flow
simulation may remain stable even if Eq. (29) is violated.

In the current work, we propose ameliorating the propagation of curvature-scheme errors by introducing a framework of
curvature evolution, and by introducing the idea of timescale separation for delineating physical and spurious numerical
contributions to curvature evolution. Consider the curvature evolution equation
jnþ1 ¼ jn þ dt
@j
@t
; ð30Þ
where @j
@t is a representative change-in-curvature over the time advance n ? n + 1. The most basic estimate
@j
@t
� jnþ1 � jn

dt
ð31Þ
is an explicit update. Knowing the interface configuration (fractional volume (VOF) distributions Cn, Cn+1, and/or distance
function (level-set) distributions /n, /n+1) enables an infinite number of (linear) interpolants to be defined: e.g.
Cnþfrac ¼ Cn þ fracðCnþ1 � CnÞ; ð32Þ
where 0 < frac < 1. For each interpolated location in time, the change-in-curvature can be estimated as either
@j
@t

����
f

nþfrac

¼ jnþfrac � jn

tnþfrac � tn
ðforward in timeÞ; ð33Þ
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or
Fig. 4.
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nþfrac

¼ jnþ1 � jnþfrac

tnþ1 � tnþfrac
ðbackward in timeÞ: ð34Þ
We use the intuition that @j
@t varies linearly (given linearly-interpolated interface representations and dt ? 0) to detect and

eliminate possible spurious modes in explicit curvature evolution as they develop.
The scheme we introduce here for relaxing the explicit surface tension timestep restriction is best described as timescale-

separated slope limiting for curvature evolution. Starting with the curvature at time n, the height function curvature scheme is
used to generate explicit ‘‘geometry-only” curvature estimates at multiple temporal substeps between times n and n + 1
using the interface representation at the temporal substeps from Eq. (32). For each of the estimates, the change-in-curvature
is computed from Eqs. (33) and (34). The minimum of these change-in-curvature estimates is identified and used to pre-
scribe the curvature evolution that is least likely to be spurious:
@j
@t

����
����

nþfrac min

����� ¼ min
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����
����
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����; @j@t
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����
� �

: ð35Þ
The final curvature estimate from this curvature evolution over the single timestep n ? n + 1 is completed as
jnþ1
final ¼ jn þ dt

@j
@t nþfrac min; ð36Þ
and represents a curvature update to n + 1 that has had most of the spurious contributions to the update identified and re-
moved, leaving the most geometrically-realistic result.

The mix of time increments in Eqs. (33) and (34) used to generate candidates for Eq. (35) represents timescale separation,
and is used to detect whether the explicit update to time n + 1 results in an anomalous local update that would grow into
instability. Fig. 4(a) shows the change in 2D PLIC-VOF line–segment interface reconstructions for the case of a near-circle
being advected half a mesh cell right in a slightly converging flow, hence involving slight distortion towards elliptical. In real-
ity, @j

@t is small all over the interface, yet the full explicit update from n ? n + 1 results in locally large @j
@t at various locations

along the interface (represented at a sample point at the front of the circle in Fig. 4(c)) simply because of spurious subgrid-
scale curvature modes being introduced due to imperfect interface representation. In contrast, a relative toggle of the inter-
face from n ? n + small (shown in Fig. 4(b)) results in all interface reconstructions remaining in the same cells, and barely
noticeable visual changes to the interface representation beyond the slight rightwards shift and dilation induced by advec-
tion. Scaling that incremental curvature evolution over the full timestep eliminates the creation and destruction of VOF
interfaces as a source of disturbances that result in local roughness in the spatial curvature distribution. The framework
of curvature evolution only applies to individual timesteps; the curvature estimate jnþ1

final used in the surface force computa-
tion to update velocity Un ? Un+1 may differ from the geometry-only estimate jn+1. After the surface force is computed, jnþ1

final

is discarded, and the jn estimate used in Eq. (36) at the next timestep is the geometry-only estimate jn+1 from the previous
timestep. Typically, we use frac = 0.5 and frac = 0.01, such that the scheme involves five repetitions of the basic geometry-
only height function-based curvature module – five candidates in Eq. (35) (three if one-sided estimates (i.e. only one of
Eq. (33) and (34)) are used).
n

n+1

κ n+0.01κ n

κ

t
n+1

κ

Timescale-separated slope limiting in curvature evolution: (a) large change in interface configuration in full update from n ? n + 1 results in large
re jump in one timestep (as seen in (c)); (b) small change in interface configuration results in small curvature jump from n ? n + 0.01 – multiplied
the resultant jn+1 estimate is still smaller in this case (but is definitely not the usual case).
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The curvature evolution element of the scheme is decoupled from the instantaneous spatial distribution of curvature, in
that the final update jn+1 in cell (i, j,k) only depends on explicit j estimates at other points in time, and does not involve data
from a stencil of cells surrounding (i, j,k). The current formulation of the timescale-separated slope limiting for curvature
evolution scheme is therefore able to retain local curvature extrema introduced by flow physics. This means that if the height
function scheme applied at all interpolants sampled within full timestep dt predict that an extremum in curvature is to be
introduced locally, then all sampled @j

@t gradients will reflect this, and hence will be reflected in the final update jn+1. Curva-
ture evolution not explicitly depending on the spatial distribution of curvature also makes the scheme weakly monotonic, in
that the scheme is not self-healing. For dynamic problems where the desire for less restrictive timestep constraints is mod-
erated by the need to adequately resolve flow transients, we use the timescale-separated slope limiting for curvature evo-
lution to relax the timescale prescribed by the explicit condition Eq. (29), i.e. enable the use of timestep sizes
dt ¼ fcapdtexplicit; ð37Þ
where fcap > 1. For problems that do not feature large spatial gradients in curvature and large interface motions, we have
maintained stability with fcap
 1. [There is scope for the scheme to feature dependence on the spatial distribution of cur-
vature, i.e. @j

@t ¼ f ðjnðxÞ;jnþ1ðxÞÞ. Such a variation would give the scheme a mechanism for the spatial distribution of curva-
ture to locally regain monotonicity, which we conjecture would enable further relaxation of the timestep constraint at the
potential expense of information loss regarding physics-induced changes in curvature. This will be investigated in future
work.]

The new scheme seeks to remove surface tension stiffness in the spirit of other recent implicit and curvature evolution-
based surface tension schemes [18,41]. We consider our scheme to be more focused on identifying and ameliorating the
seeds of instability, hence more robust for application to surface tension modelling involving locally high curvatures or
the use of relatively noisy interface representations (such as VOF data and inadequately smooth level-set data). [The other
schemes are level-set-based and seem to rely on the preservation of initially smooth level-sets. Some degree of treating
instabilities at their source is identified in [18] in introducing a diffusion operator to counter destabilization, while no obvi-
ous countering of instabilities is identified in [41].]
2.4. MGGMRES 3D elliptic solver

The issue of non-multigrid scaling of iteration count with problem size for discontinuous-coefficient linear elliptic prob-
lems is well known. Of specific interest in the current work is the observation that multigrid using bi-/tri-linear interpolation
prolongation and restriction operators and the conventional Galerkin coarse-grid operator AL�1 = RALP converges poorly for
large linear Poisson systems [1,7,19,28]. The use of matrix-dependent prolongation and restriction stencils [1,7] has been
shown to better preserve multigrid scaling, but its utility has generally been limited to cell-vertex multigrid. Cell-centered
multigrid refers to a variation in the multigrid methodology, in which full nesting of coarse-grid cells within fine-grid cells is
used; this methodology was popularized for use on 2n staggered meshes in the CFD community through the work of Wes-
seling [19,45]). For cell-centered multigrid, the usual Algebraic Multigrid (AMG) paradigm of combining matrix-dependent
prolongation and restriction with a Galerkin coarse-grid operator has not been pursued to any significant extent because of
the lack of coincidence between fine-grid and coarse-grid mesh-points. Combining cell-centered multigrid with the popular
conjugate gradient (CG) Krylov subspace accelerator through use as a preconditioner has also been problematic; the use of
bi-/tri-linear interpolation and injection for prolongation and restriction (or vice versa) to satisfy the Order Rule and main-
tain compactness of Galerkin coarse-grid operator in the cell-centered multigrid (e.g. [37]) makes the preconditioning
nonsymmetric.

The use of GMRES [39] in place of CG is effective in making cell-centered multigrid useable as a preconditioner. GMRES
acceleration is effective in treating the symptoms of a large spectral radius in inadequately designed cell-centered multigrid
that would otherwise decimate convergence of multigrid when it is used as a solver in its own right. However, GMRES accel-
eration is not sufficient in itself to cure observed problems of poor multigrid convergence. For discontinuous-coefficient
elliptic problems, improvement requires reconsideration of aspects of the multigrid preconditioner used within GMRES.
In the current work, we present a new variation of the cell-centered multigrid-preconditioned GMRES (MGGMRES) elliptic
linear solver that is targeted at achieving robust multigrid-like convergence for the Helmholtz problem (Eq. (16)) and the
related Poisson problem featuring large density discontinuities.
2.4.1. Multigrid preconditioner
With reference to the momentum equations in limited compressibility flow scenarios, continuity of the velocity field im-

plies continuity of 1
qrP across the interface: if the interface represents a discontinuity in q, then P is also discontinuous in

order to preserve the continuity of 1
qrP. In cell-centered multigrid where coarse-grid mesh cell-centers do not coincide with

fine-grid cell-centers, at least one of the multigrid operators (the restriction and prolongation transfer operators, and the
coarse-grid operator) will sample data from both sides of the discontinuity. We note the sampling across the discontinuity
by different multigrid operators to have different consequences on the approach of the fine-grid solution estimate to the con-
verged solution.
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	 Restriction operator R. Applied to the residual r = S � A/, where the source term distribution S =r � U*/dt on the fine-grid
is continuous across the discontinuity, and A/ is continuous across the discontinuity in the limit of the converged solu-
tion. The consequences of sampling data from across the discontinuity, and of using regular (non-interface-cognizant)
interpolation techniques, are relatively small.
	 Prolongation operator P: Applied to the solution estimate for /, there is scope for regular interpolation techniques to sam-

ple across the discontinuity. If / on the coarse grid features a jump at the discontinuity representative of the jump in the
converged fine-grid solution, and the fine- and coarse-grid points related through prolongation are on opposite sides of
the discontinuity, then prolongation will introduce significant error at those points.
	 Coarse-grid operator AL�1: Determines the coarse-grid solution that will be prolonged to fine-grid /. If the coarse-grid

operator does not result in the coarse-grid / estimate featuring the discontinuity in / of similar location and magnitude
to that of converged / on the finest grid, the prolonged solution will introduce significant error into fine-grid / regardless
of prolongation operator.

Based of this intuition, improvement of the coarse-grid operator is the top priority, with the intent being to make the AL�1

operator as representative as possible of the discontinuity in 1
q (that is assumed to be well-captured in the fine-grid operator

AL). In cell-centered multigrid featuring nesting of fine-grid cells within coarse-grid cells, the Galerkin coarse-grid operator is
not useful for such a purpose: matrix-dependent R and P operators are difficult to construct, and the use of at least one wide-
stencilled transfer operator (R or P) to ensure compliance with the Order Rule will invariably smear the discontinuity rep-
resentation embedded within AL�1. In the current work, we propose a more accurate preservation of the 1

q discontinuity (both
in location and magnitude) be embedded into AL�1. In the context of PDE-based discretization of the coarse-grid operator
[45], we discretize equation (16) on all coarse meshes, using densities prescribed by the distance function (RDF) level-set.
The coarse-grid operator is
AL�1 ¼ rL�1 � 1
qL�1r

L�1 � 1

ðdtq2c2ÞL�1 ; ð38Þ
where q at coarse-grid mesh cell-center (I, J,K) is determined from the local point-wise value (i.e. not from the grid-based FV
average) from the location of point (I, J,K) relative to the zero level in the stored finest-mesh distance function:
qL�1
I;J;K ¼

qG if xI;J;K within phase G;

qL if xI;J;K within phase L:

�
ð39Þ
The implementation of a discontinuity-cognizant cell-centered multigrid method is not ‘‘black box” in the nature of Alge-
braic Multigrid.

Discontinuity-cognizance in the coarse-grid operator is key to achieving iteration count scaling reminiscent of perfect
multigrid, but it is not beneficial to extend this guideline to the restriction and prolongation operators. Engineering discon-
tinuity-cognizance into the interpolation-based transfer operators presented for cell-centered multigrid in [45] has not been
seen to result in any reliable improvement in MGGMRES iteration count. Injection (constant interpolation) is recommended
for prolongation because it results in less sampling of data across the discontinuity than higher-order bi-/tri-linear interpo-
lation (that uses a stencil that is twice as wide). Bi-/tri-linear interpolation is used for restriction: it allows the Order Rule for
multigrid to be fulfilled, and is well suited to use in restriction because of the continuity of S and A/ in the converged-solu-
tion limit. This is similar to the set of restriction and prolongation operators used in [37], and highlights the fact that only a
small modification to conventional documented cell-centered multigrid technologies is required to achieve robustness of
multigrid convergence for the discontinuous-coefficient Poisson problem. The multigrid preconditioning is incorporated into
the right-preconditioned GMRES algorithm outlined by Saad [38] in the form of Additive Schwarz preconditioning; in the
context of parallel computation facilitated by domain decomposition, nesting of coarse-grid meshes is done on non-overlap-
ping subdomains. Finally, Jacobi iterations are used for smoothing.

3. Numerical experiments

To highlight the improvement our new methods give over existing methods, we performed a number of tests to examine
the flow solver and the curvature estimation achieved with the presented methods, and then demonstrate that these
improvements result in tangible improvements to interfacial flow simulation. The testing is intended to show that volume
tracking-based flow simulation that has proven to be useful for free surface flows and other large-scale flow simulations is
applicable to surface tension-dominated small-scale flows. It is also intended to show that flow simulation based on this
method is convergent, or alternatively degrades gracefully.

3.1. 3D compressible bubble oscillation

The compressible oscillation of a bubble is an important acoustics problem in engineering of broad interest. One interest-
ing applications area from biomedical engineering is the fluid dynamics associated with Ultrasound Contrast Agents (UCA)
and cavitation bubbles in the vasculature of live subjects. UCAs are coated microbubbles that are intravenously injected into
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animal models or patients for purposes ranging from improving ultrasound imaging inside the body, to the removal of blood
clots in stroke patients (sonothrombolysis [8,33]), to facilitating the delivery of drugs for the treatment of Alzheimer’s dis-
ease by achieving sonoporation of the Blood–Brain Barrier (BBB) [36]. The ultrasound induces a first-order flow in the liquid
directly associated with the resonance of the microbubbles [22,30], and may also induce a second-order acoustic microstrea-
ming flow [44]. High-amplitude ultrasound applied to microbubbles can result in their destruction in events that may fea-
ture intense wrinkling of the microbubble surfaces and other substantial deviations from sphericity (examples have been
captured by photography in [32,44]). The externally-applied ultrasound makes compressibility-induced pressure the driving
force of the bubble oscillation, but the surface tension acts to maintain near-sphericity of the UCA microbubbles and also
affects observed shape-mode oscillations.

Free small-amplitude oscillation of an overexpanded gas bubble in an unbounded fluid is described by the Rayleigh–Ples-
set equation [34]
R
d2R

dt2 þ
3
2

dR
dt

� �2

¼ 1
q

pg � p1 �
2r
R
� 4

l
R

dR
dt

� �
; ð40Þ
where R is the instantaneous bubble radius, V = 4/3pR3 is the instantaneous volume, q and l are the surrounding liquid den-
sity and viscosity, r is the surface tension, c is the ratio of specific heats for the gas, p1 is the ambient pressure, and pg is the
pressure in the bubble that is related to the equilibrium bubble volume V0 by
pg ¼ p0
V0

V

� �c

: ð41Þ
The problem has previously been solved computationally using various approaches, such as boundary elements [3,20], front
tracking-based finite-difference/finite-volume (FD/FV) computation [12], and level-set/VOF FD/FV computation [40]. Com-
mon to the bulk of these approaches is the use of an incompressible flow code that models the gas phase by assuming uni-
formly-distributed vapor pressure, i.e. no gas-sided flow solution.

In this test, the simulation setup is aimed at assessing the validity of the ‘‘limited compressibility” methodology intro-
duced by Hirt and Nichols [15] that they proposed to be adequate for acoustics simulation. Specifically, we wish to determine
whether the small modifications they prescribe to incompressible flow solver methodologies are adequate for acoustics sim-
ulation, or whether a more involved treatment of compressibility is required. The features of interest in the flow solver that
affect performance when applied to compressible flows are the absence of the U � rP term, and the properties of the momen-
tum advection scheme. Densities qG = 1 and qL = 1000 and viscosities lG = lL = 0 are chosen to verify the flow solver to be
robust for high density-ratio flows and not adversely affected by numerical dissipation. The small-amplitude volume oscil-
lations for validity of the Rayleigh–Plesset solution involve constant curvature; for flow solver testing, we can hence ignore
surface tension by setting r = 0, such that P0 = P1. A bubble of equilibrium bubble radius R0 = 170 lm is initially overexpand-
ed to R(0) = 171.7 lm, for a 3% change in mean gas density within the bubble over the oscillation. Based on c = 1.4,
p1 = 101325 Pa and polytropic compression, the initial pressure inside the bubble is set to pg(0) = 97177.8 Pa. One octant
of the sphere was simulated by using symmetry boundary conditions at x = 0, y = 0 and z = 0 in conjunction with pressure
boundary conditions at the other domain boundaries. Mesh sizes of 76 � 76 � 76 and 112 � 112 � 112 were used to keep
the computations feasible on the available computing resources. Uniform spacings – dx = 6.1111 lm in the 76 � 76 � 76 case
and dx = 3.4375 lm in the 112 � 112 � 112 case – encompassed the entire bubble and immediate surrounds. Mesh coarsen-
ing away from the bubble towards the outer boundaries was used to minimize boundary effects and ensure free oscillation;
the domain size spanned by the mesh was no smaller than 32R � 32R � 32R.

Fig. 5 shows the volume of the bubble compared to the Rayleigh–Plesset solution. The simulated solution captures the
periodic contraction and expansion realistically, with good quantitative correspondence achieved using meshes with >106

mesh cells. Richardson extrapolation of the nT/16 predictions by the simulated solutions at the two different mesh resolu-
tions show close correspondence with the Rayleigh–Plesset solution. The result shows the feasibility of capturing the short
timescale first-order flow induced by Ultrasound Contrast Agents on moderately-sized meshes. While generally validating
the neglect of the U � rP term as done in the limited compressibility treatment, numerics improvements – such as including
the U � rP term and imposing sharper discontinuity capturing – would be beneficial for converged resolution of the extrema
in the oscillation without resort to O(102) larger meshes or Adaptive Mesh Refinement.

3.2. 3D sphere curvature test

The sphere is the easiest test of curvature, and arguably the most important as the static equilibrium interface configu-
ration. A sphere of radius 0.25 is initialized within a 1 � 1 � 1 computational domain, and the curvature is computed using
multiple variations of the height function curvature methodology:

	 regular height function (C-based) (default scheme);
	 orientation-independent scheme using the dot-product decision mechanism for best-candidate identification (first and

second set of candidates only (since the mechanism does not distinguish between candidates from C-based or /-based
height functions));
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Fig. 5. History of oscillating bubble volume of an initially overexpanded bubble, as compared to the prediction by the Rayleigh–Plesset equation.
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	 orientation-independent scheme using the two-parameter decision mechanism (first, second and third set of candidates);
	 orientation-independent scheme using the surrounding local average decision mechanism (first, second and third set of

candidates).

The L2 error norm is defined as
Table 1
L2 error

24 �
48 �
96 �
192
L2 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
Cð1� CÞðj� jexactÞ2P

Cð1� CÞ

s
; ð42Þ
where summation occurs over the entire mesh. Along with the results from the different scheme variations listed above, re-
sults are also generated using the full pool of candidates (first, second, third and fourth set of values) and with choice of the
best candidate based on a priori knowledge of the exact curvature. Those results are also tabulated, to identify the boundaries
of the orientation-independent approach’s potential for improving curvature estimation beyond the regular scheme.

Table 1 shows the errors in reproducing the curvature of a sphere. The regular height function curvature scheme tends
towards second-order accuracy as expected. When the sample-based orientation-independent methods are used, error
reductions are shown at all lower and medium resolutions regardless of the decision mechanism employed. The differences
in performance on the sphere test using the different decision mechanisms are noteworthy. Specifically, the twofold/three-
fold error reductions using the surrounding local average and the dot-product mechanisms at low/medium resolutions are
relatively spectacular compared with the more conservative 10–50% reductions achieved using the two-parameter mecha-
nism. However, it is only the two-parameter mechanism that enables the sample-based orientation-independent curvature
scheme to sustain tangible error reductions (relative to the regular height function curvature scheme) for ever-increasing
mesh resolutions. At this stage, realizing both large reductions in error at lower resolutions and no deterioration in perfor-
mance at high resolution requires use of a resolution cut-off based on the apparent radius of curvature, i.e. a Rcurv/dx = const.
cut-off.

Table 1 also shows that better estimates of curvature are available across the board when diagonal-mesh candidates are
made available. This represents the potential in the sample-based orientation-independent methodology that the decision
mechanism for choosing the best candidate is trying to realize. Fig. 6 shows the curvature as a function of the maximum
angular deviation away from a 45 degree interface normal orientation: an angle of 45 degrees indicates that the interface
normal coincides with a Cartesian axis direction, while an angle of 0 represents an interface normal oriented at 45 degrees
from all Cartesian axis directions. The regular height function curvature scheme (shown in Fig. 6(a)) results in multiple
s in curvature estimation on a 3D sphere using the regular height function scheme and the new orientation-independent height function scheme.

Regular
height
function

Orientation-
independent height
function (best
candidate)

Orientation-independent
height function (dot-
product criterion)

Orientation-independent
height function (2-
parameter criterion

Orientation-independent
height function
(surrounding local average)

24 � 24 2.81 � 10�1 1.08 � 10�1 2.12 � 10�1 2.47 � 10�1 1.48 � 10�1

48 � 48 7.26 � 10�2 1.80 � 10�2 3.71 � 10�2 5.40 � 10�2 2.63 � 10�2

96 � 96 1.74 � 10�2 4.81 � 10�3 1.71 � 10�2 1.14 � 10�2 6.54 � 10�3

� 192 � 192 5.35 � 10�3 1.75 � 10�3 1.30 � 10�2 3.98 � 10�3 2.80 � 10�3



Fig. 6. Curvature estimates from the 3D sphere test on a 192 � 192 � 192 mesh as a function of interface orientation, where the orientation is described as
the maximum deviation from a 45 degree orientation between Cartesian axis directions: (a) regular height function curvature scheme; (b) best candidate
chosen from sample of candidates; (c) result from orientation-independent scheme.
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substantial deviations away from the exact curvature for candidates from near-45 degree interface orientations. Fig. 6(b)
shows that a far better estimate is available at each locality, that is able to essentially eliminate the locally high error.
The current implementation of the sample-based orientation-independent curvature scheme is shown in Fig. 6(c) to be gen-
erally effectively in identifying the superior estimates, albeit not universally infallible. The error reductions that can be
achieved across all resolutions through improvement in the decision mechanism are significant, and represent significant
motivation for pursuing improved decision mechanisms in future work.

3.3. 3D cosine wave

In the cosine wave test [6], the curvature distribution is not spatially uniform and changes relative to mesh size. In the
current work, the test is made 3D by initializing a 2D cosine wave in a plane that does not coincide with those of the mutu-
ally orthogonal (3D Cartesian) coordinate axes; in this case, the cosine wave is propagated in the i + j direction. For any (x,y)
coordinate, the z-coordinate of the cosine wave is initialized as
z ¼ A� B cos
2npw

L

� �
; ð43Þ
where w is the projection of the 2D coordinate vector xi + yj onto the propagation direction p = i + j. The cosine wave using
L = 8, A = 4, B = 1 and n = 4 in Eq. (43) is shown in Fig. 7. The exact curvature corresponding to a 2D cosine wave propagated in
the direction of increasing w is
jexact ¼ �
d2z
dw2

1þ dz
dw

	 
2
� �3=2 ¼ �

2np
L

	 
2 cos 2npw
L

	 

1þ 2np

L

	 
2 sin2 2npw
L

	 
� �3=2 : ð44Þ
The wave initialization features a mix of interface normals oriented well away from coordinate axis directions, as well as
low-curvature and high-curvature regions. The configuration choices used in the current work represent a relatively simple
modification of the 2D initialization in [6], designed to highlight the handling of the 45 degree interface orientation that can



Fig. 7. Initialization of the 3D cosine wave test.
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be problematic for the regular height function curvature scheme. In this test, the regular and orientation-independent
schemes are compared, with only the two-parameter and surrounding local average decision mechanisms considered for
the orientation-independent scheme. [The dot-product is not considered because of the results from the sphere test showing
the other options to be superior.] An additional set of results is included, in which the two-parameter decision mechanism is
applied to the regular height function curvature scheme. For this set of results, the decision mechanism is only applied to the
first set of curvature candidates; this demonstrates that aspects of the decision mechanisms presented in this work can be
applied independently of the diagonally-oriented mesh estimates.

Table 2 shows observed proportions of the populations of mixed cells (0 < C < 1) that feature curvatures from diagonally-
oriented C-based height functions that are better than curvatures from regular height functions. The results show that the
curvature candidates from diagonally-oriented height functions are often superior to those from regularly-oriented height
functions, and will generally be the majority in areas of the interface oriented away from the coordinate axis directions.
The proportions differ depending on whether the C distribution on the diagonally-oriented mesh is obtained through decom-
position/reconstitution as is necessary for multi-material flow simulation, or through exact imposition as done when initial-
izing fluid topologies using sub-cell refinement or Monte Carlo methods. Significant improvements in accuracy of curvature
estimation are therefore achievable, but dependent on an effective means of identifying traditional height function estimates
that are inferior and hence to be swapped with curvature estimates from diagonally-oriented height functions.

While Table 3 confirms the convergence of the regular height function scheme for curvature evaluation to be second-or-
der, its observation with the mesh resolutions considered in the current work is the result of larger curvature errors at the
low-resolution end of the spectrum. The key comparison to be made in Table 3 is in the errors between the different col-
Table 2
Proportion of interface cells for which at least one curvature estimate from height functions generated from diagonally-oriented C distributions is superior to
the traditional curvature estimate from height functions defined in coordinate axis directions. (second column from right) C distribution on diagonally-oriented
meshes imposed through initialization processes on the diagonally-oriented mesh. (Rightmost column) C distribution on diagonally-oriented meshes
reconstituted from regular-mesh C distribution using PLIC-VOF interface reconstruction and geometric toolbox to partition truncated volumes of C-fluid into
triangular prisms, then re-assembling prisms into diagonally-oriented mesh cells.

Mesh No. interface cells Exact diagonal C imposed Diagonal C reconstituted

Cells % Cells %

24 � 24 � 24 1880 1028 55 802 43
48 � 48 � 48 8013 3302 41 2657 33
96 � 96 � 96 31931 8383 26 564 2

Table 3
L2 errors in curvature estimation on a 3D cosine wave using the regular height function scheme and the new orientation-independent height function scheme.

Regular
height
function

Orientation-
independent height
function (best
candidate)

Orientation-independent
height function (two-
parameter criterion)

Orientation-independent
height function (two-
parameter criterion

Orientation-independent
height function
(surrounding local average)

24 � 24 � 24 1.11 � 100 2.90 � 10�1 7.75 � 10�1 1.11 � 100 1.09 � 100

48 � 48 � 48 1.24 � 100 1.47 � 10�1 8.33 � 10�1 1.24 � 100 1.64 � 100

96 � 96 � 96 2.87 � 10�1 6.99 � 10�2 1.58 � 10�1 2.78 � 10�1 1.36 � 100

192 � 192 � 192 7.65 � 10�2 4.14 � 10�2 7.07 � 10�2 6.89 � 10�2 6.97 � 10�2
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umns, and especially at the low-resolution end of the spectrum. When all candidates for the curvature are considered and
the best candidate based on a priori knowledge of the exact curvature is chosen, the reduction is spectacular at low-resolu-
tions while relatively insignificant at high resolutions; this is reflected in the proportions of the interface-cell population fea-
turing better diagonal candidates shown in Table 2.

Without a priori knowledge of the exact curvature, the two-parameter decision mechanism in the orientation-indepen-
dent scheme is the only one that can (i) tap into the pool of superior curvature estimates from diagonally-oriented meshes at
coarser mesh resolutions; (ii) sustain improvement over the regular height function approach at finer resolutions. As shown
however by the results of the case where the two-parameter model is applied to the regular height function scheme, the
decision mechanism only contributes to low-resolution improvements when there is the pool of candidates available from
the diagonally-oriented meshes. At high mesh resolutions, the difference between the regular height function and the ori-
entation-independent curvature schemes diminishes. Indeed at the high resolutions, it is interesting to note that the sur-
rounding local average decision mechanism becomes effective again because Rcurv/dx has increased, and also that the
two-parameter decision mechanism is effective even on the regular height function curvature method. Overall, the results
support the idea that the orientation-independent scheme is useful in getting the best possible curvature estimates out of
compact interface stencils and relatively poor quality interface representations, thus making it useful for real transient mul-
ti-material CFD.

3.4. 3D static inviscid drop

The 3D inviscid static-drop was simulated here using the same initialization as used by Francois et al. [9] – a drop of ra-
dius 1 and density 1 initialized to be surrounded by fluid of density 0.1 in an 8 � 8 � 8 computational domain on a uniform
40 � 40 � 40 mesh. The first test using this configuration involved simulating static equilibrium of the drop when the ana-
lytical curvature is imposed; Francois et al. used this test to determine whether the surface force model discretization and
the overall multi-material flow solver was a balanced-force implementation that would preserve static equilibrium. Non-
negligible deviations from static equilibrium imply that the flow solver discretization is not balanced-force and hence a
source of parasitic modes in itself. In the current work using the MFVOF-3D solver, simulation to t = 4.0 � 10�3 with five
timesteps using the momentum formulation of the momentum equations (discretization of Eq. (11)) results in a maximum
velocity component of juijmax = 7.16 � 10�16: this magnitude is of the order of machine accuracy, and verifies the flow solver
to feature a balanced-force discretization of the surface force. Use of the velocity formulation as the basis of discretization
(Eq. (11) divided through by q prior to discretization) did not preserve static equilibrium.

In the second test, the curvature was calculated using both the regular height function curvature scheme, and the orien-
tation-independent height function scheme. The surrounding local average decision mechanism was used here, because the
testing presented previously in the curvature tests shows it to be the best mechanism for application to low-curvature prob-
lems. Table 4 shows that the orientation-independent height function more than halves the intensity of parasitic currents
introduced into simulated static-drop solutions due to curvature errors. The numbers in Table 4 also compare favorably
to those presented in [9]. This result shows that the improvements in curvature estimation have tangible benefits on overall
flow solver accuracy.

Timesteps of the second test were also used for recording CPU timings, to provide an indication of the actual computa-
tional effort associated with the new orientation-independent curvature scheme; the results are shown in Table 5. The ori-
entation-independent scheme itself is inexpensive relative to the other key modules in the solution algorithm; if the
interface indicator data such as the C distribution or distance function level-set is already available, then the extra compu-
tational cost associated with upgrading to the orientation-independent surface tension scheme is small. In the case of the
diagonal-mesh C distributions also needing to be generated, the expense of the module for generating the diagonal-mesh
C distributions from the regular C distribution is 50–75% on top of the VOF module that features the objects required to facil-
itate the computation. The numbers are similar if the RDF generation scheme is also used, but with poorer scaling of com-
putational effort for RDF generation than for diagonal-mesh C generation. In any case, solving the Poisson problem remains
the most expensive part of the solution algorithm. As well as remaining more expensive than each and all components re-
quired for the orientation-independent surface tension module, the Poisson solver also scales worse than the surface tension
module numerics. In summary, the timings prove use of the orientation-independent surface tension module to not be com-
putationally burdensome, hence making it feasible for use in generic interfacial flow simulation.
Table 4
Maximum cell-face-velocity component in 3D static-drop test after the first
timestep and after 50 timesteps, where dt = 10�3, using the Sharp Surface Force
method [9] and the regular and orientation-independent height function
schemes.

Time Regular height
function

Orientation-independent height
function

Dt 3.72 � 10�3 2.30 � 10�3

50Dt 6.98 � 10�2 3.35 � 10�2



Table 5
CPU timings for various numerical schemes within a timestep of the MFVOF-3D solution algorithm applied to the static-drop test. The timed components
include the orientation-independent surface tension scheme, the schemes for generating diagonally-oriented C distributions and RDFs, the 3D PLIC-VOF
interface tracking module, and a standard Incomplete Cholesky conjugate gradient ICCG(0) Poisson solver.

Module 40 � 40 � 40 80 � 80 � 80

CPU time (s) CPU time (% of timestep) CPU time (s) CPU time (% of timestep)

Full timestep 6.56 100.0 47.46 100.0
Surface tension core scheme 0.48 7.3 1.87 3.9
Diagonal-mesh C generation 1.03 15.7 4.01 8.4
RDF generation 0.55 8.4 5.11 10.8
VOF 1.42 21.6 7.32 15.4
Poisson solver 2.56 39.0 26.32 55.5
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3.5. 3D incompressible drop oscillation

The incompressible drop oscillation problem is used here as a test of the timestep constraint relaxation achieved using the
timescale-separated slope limiting for curvature evolution scheme. If a drop is initialized to be distorted away from a spher-
ical shape by distortion in one axis direction relative to the other two axis directions, the drop will oscillate with an angular
frequency [21]
Fig. 8
x ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rnðnþ 1Þðn� 1Þðnþ 2Þ
½ðnþ 1Þq1 þ nq2�R

3

s
; ð45Þ
where n = 2 is the first mode of oscillation, r is the surface tension, and R is the radius of the drop in static equilibrium. In the
problem setup, a drop is initially distorted away from an equilibrium shape according to the function [29]
R ¼ R0½1þ gP2ðcos /Þ�; ð46Þ
where R0 is the equilibrium drop radius, g is the amplitude of the disturbance away from sphericity, / is the polar angle, and
P2 is the Legendre polynomial of order 2. Additionally for the viscous case, the amplitude of the oscillation is [21,29]
aðtÞ ¼ g exp � 5l1

q1R2
0

t

 !
cosðxtÞ: ð47Þ
The same setup parameters as used in [29] are used: drop density q1 = 1, drop viscosity l1 = 10�2, surrounding fluid density
q2 = 10�2, surrounding fluid viscosity l1 = 10�4, surface tension 1, R0 = 1, g = 10�2. The drop is initialized in a domain with
free-slip boundary conditions located 2R from the center of the drop, which is adequate for negating wall effects. In the test,
a resolution of dx = 4/64 and the standard height function scheme are used.

Fig. 8 shows that the timescale-separated slope limiting for curvature evolution is able to maintain stability when the
explicit capillary timestep condition is violated. In contrast, using fcap = 1.5 in an explicit update resulted in the simulation
being destroyed by instability. We note that the timestep prescribed by Eq. (37) is the bottleneck on timestep size in this
simulation, with the viscous and CFL timestep conditions being one and two orders of magnitude larger, respectively. Lopez
et al. [29] noted the capillary condition to be the most restrictive constraint on timestep in their simulation, and used
fcap = 0.35 in Eq. (37) in their work for stability. Compared to the analytical solution for the decay in oscillation amplitude
. Amplitude of 3D incompressible drop oscillation generated using fexp = 1.5 and the timescale-separated slope limiting for curvature evolution.
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(Eq. (47)), the fcap = 1.5 result compares well over the majority of the oscillation period when the interface is advancing or
receding. Fidelity of the peaks and troughs in the oscillation where flow reversal occurs requires proper resolution in the
time integration (noted for compressible bubble oscillation in [12]). During such stages of the oscillation, reducing fcap to lev-
els used in explicit updates is warranted.
3.6. 3D bubble rise

3.6.1. Larger bubble
As a first case study, we consider an experiment performed by Hnat and Buckmeister [16] that was subsequently simu-

lated by Sussman and Ohta [41]. The setup involves a bubble of equivalent-sphere diameter de = 1.215 cm, density
q = 1.262 kg/m3 and viscosity 1.80 � 10�5 N s/m2 rising under buoyancy (the result of gravitational acceleration
gz = �9.81 m/s) through a liquid of density q = 876 kg/m3 and viscosity 1.18 � 10�1 N s/m2. The surface tension of the bubble
is r = 3.22 � 10�2 N/m. The terminal velocity measured in [16] is Uexp = 0.215 m/s, resulting in Reynolds number Reexp = 19.4
and Eötvös number Eoexp = 3.93. The bubble is moderately large, and its rise is within the spherical cap regime [5]. The large-
ness of the bubble means inertia is significant relative to surface tension, obviously making the advective timestep the bot-
tleneck on timestep size and hence reducing the motivation for capillary timestep relaxation. On the other hand, the known
bubble shape of terminal rise from the experiment features locally high curvatures and inversion in bubble curvature from
convex to concave, and so is more of a challenge to curvature spatial discretizations.

The simulation presented here is of a single quadrant in the xy-plane: the (x,y) P 0 quadrant, with the bubble centered at
(0,0) and gravity acting in the z-direction. Symmetry conditions were used at x = 0 and y = 0. The simulation to terminal rise
was performed on a 48 � 48 � 96 non-uniform mesh, with multiple restarts of the simulation involving transferring the flow
field around the bubble from the upper half of the domain to the lower half. In this manner, the progression of the bubble to
its final shape and terminal velocity is completed more rapidly. The non-uniformity of the mesh in the (x,y) plane featured
uniform cells of breadth dx = dy = 3.5 � 10�4 m in the vicinity of the bubble, that broadened away from the bubble to be
dx = 6.6 � 10�3 m adjacent to the x = X and y = Y boundaries. The mesh spacing in the z-direction was uniform with
dz = 3.5 � 10�4 m. The domain for zeroing in on terminal velocity was of dimensions 4.86 � 10�2 m � 4.86 � 10�2 m �
6.72 � 10�2 m (8re � 8re � 11re), and the mesh size was 48 � 48 � 192.

Fig. 9 shows the simulated 3D bubble surface at an instant in time after terminal velocity is reached. The bubble profile
obtained here from simulating in the (x,y) P 0 quadrant corresponds qualitatively in shape and terminal velocity with full-
bubble (all-quadrant) simulation performed using lower resolution. The use of the non-uniform mesh and simulation only in
the (x,y) P 0 quadrant is beneficial in helping adequately resolve the high curvature near the rim. The profile also shows
strong correspondence with the experimental profile from [16] and the numerical simulation profile obtained in [41]. The
terminal velocity of the simulated rising bubble is 0.212 m/s, representing good agreement with the experimental terminal
velocity 0.215 m/s.
3.6.2. Smaller bubble
As a second case study, we consider the case of a de = 3 mm air bubble bursting at a water surface, featuring an Eötvös

number Eo = 1.19 and a Morton number M = 10�10.59. Given bubble size is much smaller and surface tension is larger, the
relative contribution of inertia is smaller, and the time integration of the surface force contribution is a greater challenge
to the stability of the multi-material flow solver. The rise of a 3 mm bubble resides in the ellipsoidal regime [5], hence bubble
shape features less spatial variation in curvature. As such, this smaller bubble is more of a challenge to the timestep relax-
ation achieved using the timescale-separated slope limiting for curvature evolution than the previous larger bubble case.

Bubble rise in the z-direction is simulated using the first quadrant in the xy-plane on a non-uniform 32 � 32 � 512 mesh
until statistically steady-state bubble rise is achieved. Being in the ellipsoidal regime, bubble shape and rise velocity can be
expected to feature small fluctuations about the time-averages. The non-uniformity of the mesh in the xy-plane is such that
the finest-mesh spacing dxfinest = dyfinest = dzfinest = 150 lm is used to resolve the bubble and surroundings. Coarsening away
Fig. 9. Bubble profiles at terminal velocity, for the simulation of the de = 1.215 cm bubble rise experiment of Hnat and Buckmeister [16] in a 8re � 8re � 11re

domain on a non-uniform 48 � 48 � 192 mesh.
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from the bubble rise core of the domain ensures that the overall domain is sufficiently large to minimize wall effects; the
domain size in the xy-plane is 10de � 10de.

Fig. 10(a) shows bubble profiles at 0.01 s intervals generated by the MFVOF-3D code. Once upward motion of the bubble
is established, the transformation of bubble shape to ellipsoidal is relatively rapid, occurring in about 0.07 s over a distance of
about 4de. With regards to the experimental terminal velocity datasets for air/water systems collated in graphical form by
Clift et al. [5], it is worth noting the envelope of terminal velocities that exists for the ellipsoidal regime inclusive of the 3 mm
diameter considered in the current work. For any bubble diameter on their terminal velocity plot, the velocities on the upper
side of the envelope spanning the ellipsoidal regime correspond to relatively pure air/water systems, while the lower side of
the envelope represents impure systems in which surfactants in the experimental system accumulate at the interface. In im-
pure systems, the surfactant acts to immobilize the interface of the air bubble in water, thereby slowing internal circulation
within the air bubble and hence reducing terminal velocity. On the experimental datasets graph in [5], the data most rep-
resentative of pure systems are those aligned with the upper-envelope curve and featuring the highest terminal velocities;
this data also contains visible scatter, which Alves et al. [2] identify to coincide with issues such as the use of different water
purification techniques and different rates of bubble dissolution. Fig. 10(b) shows the rise velocity to stabilize at a terminal
velocity of UT � 29.0 cm/s. This predicted terminal velocity compares very well with specific experimental data points in the
experimental data set collated by Clift et al. [5]. We note the possible slight overprediction of terminal velocity (compared to
the oft-quoted 25 � 28 cm/s figures for clean systems) due to the use of computation-saving vertical symmetry planes
removing the scope for translational horizontal modes of motion such as the zig-zag rise trajectories. In any case, the pre-
diction is well within the experimental error associated with the scatter seen in collated experimental data sets (e.g. in [5,2]).
With regards to the aspect ratio from simulation shown in Fig. 10(b), the averaged value corresponding to terminal rise of
0.46 is also well within the experimental data range presented in [5]. The replication of experimentally-observed terminal
velocity and aspect ratio validates the multi-material flow solver in general, and the surface tension scheme to accurately
and robustly model interfacial flows even with relatively low-resolution.
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Fig. 10. (a) Profiles during the rise of a 3 mm air bubble in water, showing evolution to a terminal rise shape; (b) time histories of rise velocity and aspect
ratio captured by simulation with the MFVOF-3D code.
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3.7. MGGMRES solver

During the course of the 3D compressible oscillating bubble and incompressible oscillating drop simulations, MGGMRES
solver performance was recorded to demonstrate the efficiency and robustness of discontinuity-cognizant cell-centered
MGGMRES. Fig. 11(a) shows the timings for this method compared to cell-centered MGGMRES using the standard Galerkin
coarse-grid operator, generated on the compressible oscillating bubble problem. The discontinuity-cognizant method per-
forms far better than the standard Galerkin cell-centered multigrid method, with the main saving being in not having to con-
struct that Galerkin coarse-grid operator. Fig. 11(a) shows little variation in CPU times for convergence over the course of the
oscillation, and Fig. 11(b) from the incompressible oscillating drop simulation shows convergence with multigrid-like V-cy-
cle counts is achieved for discontinuous-coefficient problems. The reduced CPU times for convergence also make multigrid
useful at lower resolutions, because the crossover at which the multigrid-based solver becomes more efficient than non-
multigrid Krylov subspace Poisson/Helmholtz solvers (e.g. ICCG(0)) occurs at a lower problem size.

Given the new numerical methods for curvature discretization help enable the generation of high-fidelity solutions with
moderate computing requirements, the bubble rise test problems treated in the current work were not large-mesh compu-
tations and hence not a major test of the MGGMRES solver on large elliptic problems in multi-material flow CFD. A better
indication of the performance of the MGGMRES solver is provided by considering a flow problem that requires large meshes
even for basic resolution requirements. One such problem is 3D coastal wave breaking – a flow that has been solved previ-
ously using the MFVOF-3D code (refer to [25] for visualizations of wave breaking simulated by the code). As a test of the
elliptic solver, wave-propagation towards breaking at an upward-sloping sea bed by a cnoidal wave is simulated. The domain
size 26.9 m � 0.4 m � 1.25 m is resolved by a uniform 1024 � 48 � 192 mesh, using a 64 CPU computation based on a
16 � 1 � 4 domain decomposition. In the problem setup, a flat free surface separating the air and water phases is initialized
to connect (x,z) coordinates (0,0.646) and (22.6,0), and gravitational acceleration acts in the direction (gx,gy,gz) =
(�0.28,0,�9.80). Wave propagation is driven by a cnoidal wave generator [11], which imposes fixed inflow/outflow
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Fig. 11. Convergence histories for the multigrid-preconditioned GMRES solver on the oscillating bubble problems presented in the paper: (a) history of CPU
time for multigrid-preconditioned GMRES solver convergence in the compressible oscillating bubble problem using cell-centered multigrid featuring
different coarse-grid operators; (b) history of iteration count for multigrid-preconditioned GMRES solver convergence in the incompressible oscillating drop
problem using the discontinuity-cognizant coarse-grid operator in cell-centered multigrid preconditioning of the MGGMRES solver.
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Fig. 12. Convergence histories (in terms of multigrid V-cycle iteration count) for a large-scale wave-propagation/wave-breaking problem simulated using
the MFVOF-3D code, using the discontinuity-cognizant coarse-grid operator in cell-centered multigrid preconditioning of the MGGMRES solver.
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boundary conditions at the offshore x = 0 boundary; the corresponding open boundary is located at x = 26.9 m. The MFVOF-
3D code solves this as an incompressible flow problem, resulting in solution of a Poisson equation for the pressure correction.
Fig. 12 shows the multigrid V-cycle count for this problem converged to a 10�5 criterion at each timestep. The iteration
counts represent the O(10) counts expected of well-performed multigrid solvers, and this performance is sustained over
many thousands of timesteps – a reflection of MGGMRES solver robustness on large free surface flow problems. This perfor-
mance is transferable across the range of multi-material flow problems, from large-scale free surface flows to small-scale
surface tension-dominated interfacial flows. In contrast, thousands of ICCG(0) iterations are required to converge the Poisson
problem in this simulation.
4. Conclusion

This paper presents a new scheme for curvature computation in surface tension models, based on addressing the rela-
tively poor quality curvature estimates generated by past height function approaches when the interface normal is oriented
away from coordinate axis directions. The use of height functions defined in diagonal directions between the orthogonal
coordinate axis directions ensures at least one candidate for the interface curvature at any point is based on a height function
that is oriented in a similar direction to the interface normal. The use of a dot-product criterion is primarily responsible for
correcting bad regular curvature estimates with better candidates from diagonally-oriented height functions, and additional
operations such as outlier filtering can further help in zeroing in on a ‘‘best” estimate. The Reconstructed Distance Function
level-set is also useful for facilitating feasible 3D simulation by enabling effective multigrid coarse-grid operators to be con-
structed with less computation, thereby reducing the wall time required to converge elliptic problems in transient multi-
fluid solution algorithms. This reduction in per-timestep computation is complemented by the reduction in the number
of timesteps required to complete time integration that is attained by using curvature evolution to ameliorate the transfer
of errors in curvature into the flow solution. Simulations of dynamic flow scenarios were able to remain stable even though
the explicit capillary timestep restriction was violated; this verifies the intuition of our methodology in detecting and elim-
inating spurious modes in curvature evolution. The improved methods presented in this paper are practical and are useful for
incremental retrofitting of existing interface tracking-based flow solvers to handle 3D interfacial flow problems.
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Appendix A. Two-parameter method as a best-candidate decision mechanism

For use as decision mechanisms for best-candidate identification out of samples of curvature candidates obtained using
different height functions, Eqs. (25) and (27) individually feature significant shortcomings. It is proposed and tested in the
current work, however, that use of Eqs. (25) and (27) together can yield good performance – sizeable reductions in error over
the entire range of mesh resolutions. Below is the algorithm (with concise explanation) for the two-parameter decision
mechanism.
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(0) Set up indexing l for entries into sample of candidates for curvature:

normal C-based candidates: 1 6 l 6 6;
diagonally-oriented mesh C-based candidates: 7 6 l 6 18;
normal /-based candidates: 19 6 l 6 24;
diagonally-oriented mesh /-based candidates: 25 6 l 6 36.

(1) Compute dot-product sl for all candidates, i.e. s1 to s36.
(2) Disqualify all candidates featuring sl > 0.25, i.e. set jl = large.
(3) Compute second-derivative variation statistic P for remaining candidates.
(4) Sweep through all remaining candidates:

Store data (j,s,P) for each pool of candidates that have:

(i) highest value of s;
ii) lowest value of P;

Values stored are:

sCnorm
s-crit ; s

/norm
s-crit ; s

Cdiag
s-crit ; s

/diag
s-crit ; P

Cnorm
s-crit ; P

/norm
s-crit ; P

Cdiag
s-crit ; P

/diag
s-crit ;

sCnorm
P-crit ; s

/norm
P-crit ; s

Cdiag
P-crit; s

/diag
P-crit ; P

Cnorm
P-crit ; P

/norm
P-crit ; P

Cdiag
P-crit; P

/diag
P-crit
(5) Sweep through all remaining candidates:
Disqualify candidate l if:

(a) Sl < SCnorm

P-crit and Pl > PCnorm
P-crit ;

(b) Sl < SCnorm
s-crit and Pl > PCnorm

P-crit ;
(c) Pl > aPCnorm

s-crit ;
(d) Pl < bPCnorm

s-crit ;
(e) jjlj > cjjCnorm

s-crit ;
(f) jljCnorm

s-crit < 0 and jjlj > djjCnorm
s-crit .
(6) Compute samplesize of valid entries.
(7) if samplesize P 2 then: (multiple valid alternative candidates)
sweep through candidate other than from Cnorm pool
if Sl > SCnorm

s-crit and Pl < PCnorm
s-crit =e

diffmin = min(diffmin, jjl � jj)
if (diffmin = jjl � jj)jdiffmin = jl

end if
end sweep
j = jdiffmin

end if
if samplesize = 1 then: (one valid alternative candidate)

if Sl > SCnorm
s-crit þ f and Pl < PCnorm

s-crit =g
j = jl

end if
j = jdiffmin

end if
if samplesize = 0 then: (all valid alternative candidates eliminated – revisit disqualified list)

diffmin ¼ minðjjl � jCdiag
s-crit j; jjl � j/norm

s-crit j; jjl � j/diag
s-crit jÞ

if diffmin ¼ jjl � jCdiag
s-crit jjdiffmin ¼ jCdiag

s-crit

if diffmin ¼ jjl � j/norm
s-crit j jdiffmin ¼ j/norm

s-crit

if diffmin ¼ jjl � j/diag
s-crit j jdiffmin ¼ j/diag

s-crit

if jjdiffminj > hjjj and jjdiffminj < ijjj
j = jl

end if
j = jdiffmin

end if
where a = 2.5, b = 0.1, c = 1.5, d = 0.5, e = 2.5, f = 0.15, g = 1.5, h = 0.5, i = 1.5
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